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Translate the following passage into Arabic:

A young man was wandering along a quiet country road. Occasionally he stopped and turned to look 
at the road he had travelled. He was wearing black trousers and a creased white shirt. He heard in the 
distance the approach of a car, first a distant hum and then a speck of blue appeared. The middle-aged 
car driver, who was on his way to visit a friend, had seen the solitary walker. He thought that the man 
might perhaps be lost or was walking home after a late-night party. Just then the man in the road waved 
to him. He had an honest face and seemed calm, in spite of his slow progress. The driver decided to 
stop and pulled over. He asked the young man if he was okay. The young man nodded.
‘Where are you going?’ asked the driver.
The young man pointed down the road, ‘Not very far,’ he replied, ‘about five kilometres.’
‘Is that where you live?’ said the driver suspiciously. The young man gave no response.
‘Do you have friends there?’
The young man looked confused. He seemed to have no idea how to deal with these questions.
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